REFLEX
SMART WEDGE™
Cut wedge setting time in half
at all depths.

REFLEX SMART WEDGE™ is the ultimate tool for deep,
inclined holes, cutting the time of wedge setting, at all
depths. The steel wedge bypass system, features a
unique anchoring and self-orienting system to boost
productivity and deliver significant time and cost savings.

Easy To Use
The REFLEX SMART WEDGE™ is constructed in 1.5m sections for easy
handling and assembly, both on the surface and underground. The lighter
wedge and new blunt nose design also make it safer and easier to handle

Save Time
The new anchor system combines both the wood and mechanical plugs,
eliminating one full rod trip from the wedge setting process. This saves
up to a full shift from the process, and significantly reducing operating
costs. The self-orienting feature is set to the correct tool face on the
surface and holds the wedge in the desired tool face all the way down
the hole, saving an additional four hours at depth.

REFLEX SMART WEDGE™ reduces the time required to set the wedge
bypass system from four hours up to a full shift. An additional four
hours is saved through the self orientation feature at depth.

Accurate
The new gravity orientation system of REFLEX SMART WEDGE™ has
been proven to hold the tool face within 5 degrees of the selected
orientation target. You can be confident the REFLEX SMART WEDGE™
will not only set accurately, but will also save time.

Further Information
For more information please go to our website reflexnow.com or contact
your nearest REFLEX office.
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